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Whether a simple mistake, fallacy or wrongdoing, error has rarely passed unnoticed or 

unpunished. The question then rises whether error has been so much vilified because man is 

error-prone or because the quest for perfection, for ultimate purity is so vital to human nature. In 

his Reflections upon Exile (1716) Henry St. John, 1st Viscount Bolingbroke defined the scope of 

error by contrasting it to truth: ‘Truth lies within a little and certain compass, but error is 

immense.’ Based on his description error emerges as a larger than life, hyperbolic, almost 

tantalizing fact. If in the beginning was the word, error must have been lurking close by. Gaston 

Bachelard sententiously suggested: ’There is no original truth, only original error’. Which brings 

the discussion to the issue of original sin and, perforce, to felix culpa, the fortunate fa(ll)ult that 

caused good stem out of evil.  

Despite its negative connotations and numerous disadvantages, error has been valued for 

its contribution to a particular scientific method that relies on iterated attempts and successive 

corrections to reach accurate information, namely ‘trial and error’. In a distinct register and with a 

different aim in mind, Samuel Beckett confessed in Worstward Ho (1983) resorting to the same 

strategy: ‘Try again. Fail again. Fail better’. 

Error has been interpreted, perhaps more than anything else, as context-bound, hence the 

array of satellite concepts: victimization, manipulation, transcendence, nonconformism, hubris, 

etc. Moreover, one is more tempted to speak rather of the reality of error and the illusion of truth, 

than the other way round. 

The conference will provide an opportunity to examine the multifarious nature and 

context of error as well as people’s response to it from interdisciplinary and intercultural 

perspectives. Researchers are invited to present fresh and refined insights on how error has been 

perceived in literature, linguistics, applied linguistics, cultural studies, translation studies and 

language teaching over the centuries and in recent decades. 

 

Please submit an abstract of 100-150 words with 3-5 keywords for twenty-minute papers (with 

the title of the conference section clearly mentioned) and a short CV, no later than 15 July 2014 

for consideration, to: asorop@yahoo.com or amtrantescu@yahoo.com   

 

Notification of acceptance by 1 August 2014. 

 

Selected papers will be published in the conference proceedings (Annals of the University of 

Craiova. Series Philology, English) 

 

Conference organizers: Dr.Aloisia Sorop and Dr.Ana-Maria Trantescu, University of Craiova 

Dr.Sylvie Crinquand and Dr.Françoise Bort, University of Burgundy  
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